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CHILD SEAT
GROUP 2 / 3 (15 TO 36 KG)
CRUISERFIX PRO
KIDDY

Compulsory in all European countries for transporting children.
The KIDDY CRUISERFIX PRO can also be used without any ISOFIX anchorage, by
means of the car seat belt alone.
NON-CONTRACTUAL PHOTO.

DESCRIPTION
The ISOFIX child safety seat is usable in the "FORWARD FACING" position, for groups 2/3 (15
to 36 kg).
Seat offering excellent protection for the child in the event of a frontal or lateral impact, as well as
excellent comfort on long journeys.
Fitting instructions are provided with the seat.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Seat approved under the European
regulation ECE 44-03 in force.
Child safety seat for groups 2 and 3 (from
15 to 36 Kg).
This seat uses the ISOFIX system which very
securely fixes straight onto the attachments
provided in the vehicle.
Excellent ability to absorb energy and shock
Removable, machine washable cover.

Dimensions: minimum width 47cm x minimum
height 68cm x depth 40cm
Weight: 8kg.
Colour variant: Denim (blue and black)
Personalisation of the seat by the embroidering
of the PEUGEOT logo on the backrest.

SALES STATEMENTS
The seats marketed by the manufacturer are tested both statically and dynamically.
In forward-facing position on the rear seats, using the Isofix anchorages (if present), the child is held by
the 3-point seat belt in the vehicle.
The head restraint is adjustable for height, the backrest for both height and width, protecting the head in
event of rear impacts and providing firm lateral stability.
Very safe and comfortable seat, with a V shaped backrest to adapt as the child grows.
The low weight and the use of light superior quality materials (expanded PE) contribute to absorbing
energy and reducing the effect of impacts.
Easy to handle thanks to the flexible components such as: extremely simple anchoraging, light weight (8
kg), practical adjustments preventing fitting errors.
Use of the breathable material Thermotex allows air to circulate, making for a pleasant place to be
sitting.
The manufacturer’s logo provides a touch of elegance.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
9648 A6 : Backrest protector FOR FRONT SEAT

